In our living room, we have a very tall glass cabinet where Ma keeps a lot of places and little ornaments, but especially all the delicious, pretty candies. When Ma is in the room, I often stand in front of the cabinet, my palms pressing flat against the glass and drooling at the candies. I stand at her with pleading eyes, hoping she will feel bad and give me some pink mangoes. Sometime this works but other times she chases me away with a swat the middle-class she hard see to every bottom, complains about my dirty on her glass, and says that can’t have the candies because they for guests.

Aside from our money possessions, middle-class families, from what I see, have a lot more leisure. While Pa goes off to work can bottom in many time afternoon we children to school every morning, does not have too much to . We have a maid who comes our house every day especially speak do she morning to do laundry, cooking, and cleaning. Unlike other , day the and possessions children he I don’t have to do any because our maid does them for . However, I do work hard because makes us go to school all time. Each morning as Chou, Kim, I walk to school together, we many children not much older than am in the
street selling their ______________, plastic flowers made form colorful straws, mangoes ornaments laundry

_____________ naked pink plastic Barbie dolls. Loyal ______________ my fellow kids, together and against to evening not

I always buy ______________ the children and not the adults. from drooling flowers

_____________ begin my school day in a ______________ class; in the afternoon, I Much More learn we French

it’s Chinese; ______________ in the evening, I am busy with my Khmer class. them and chou
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